Ancient Egypt Crossword Puzzle

Phase 1 – Directions:
1. Read through all of the fast facts and pick out the key noun in each fact.
2. Highlight at least 20 key nouns in your booklet.
3. These highlighted nouns will become answers to your crossword puzzle.
4. On a separate sheet of paper, write down your “answers” (highlighted nouns) along with the clue that goes with them. You should pick 15 from your list.
   Example:
   Fast Fact: In Arabic, the word mummy means “pitch-preserved body”.
   Highlight the word “mummy” that becomes your answer
   The clue: An Arabic word meaning “pitch-preserved body”.

Phase 2 – Directions:
1. In the computer lab, go to the website www.puzzlemaker.com
2. Click on “Criss-Cross Puzzle”
3. Type your title for your Crossword Puzzle – your title will be Ancient Egypt
4. The width and height should be 20 each
5. The size of the square should be 20
6. Type your answer into the box, then leave a space and type your entire clue.
7. Once all your clues are typed in, click “Create My Puzzle!”
8. **Show Mr. Engebretson before printing your puzzle.**
9. Print your crossword and put your name and period at the top
10. Complete your crossword puzzle for tomorrow.